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Section 7 Disaster Prevention and Mitigation Measures Based on Climate Change 

Risks 

 

(1) Mitigation and Adaptation Measures Are Inseparable 

Climate change and its impacts, such as rising mean temperatures and more frequent heavy rainfall in recent 

years, are appearing in many parts of the world. Such negative impacts of climate change are called a “climate 

crisis” that shakes the foundations of human survival and the survival of all other living things. Although it is not 

easy to determine how each of these weather events is linked to global warming, the risk of such extreme heat 

and rainfall is projected to increase as global warming progresses further. 

As an ambitious goal consistent with net-zero by 2050, Japan aims to achieve a 46% reduction of greenhouse 

gas emissions in FY2030 from levels seen in FY2013 and will continue strenuous efforts in its challenge to meet 

the lofty goal of cutting its emission by 50%. However, even if we steadily promote climate change 

countermeasures to achieve net-zero by 2050 and limit the temperature increase to about 1.5°C, changes such as 

extreme heat events (e.g., heat waves) and heavy rains will be unavoidable. Therefore, adaptation efforts are 

necessary to avoid or reduce observed or projected damage. 

 

 

 

(2) Revision of Climate Change Adaptation Plan 

The "Climate Change Adaptation Act" (Act No. 50 of 2018) (hereinafter the "Adaptation Act") was promulgated 

on June 13, 2018, and came into force on December 1 of the same year to set a legal framework for climate change 

adaptation and to promote climate change adaptation more extensively. In November 2018, just before the 

implementation of the Adaptation Act, the "Climate Change Adaptation Plan" (hereinafter r the "Adaptation Plan") 

was formulated in accordance with the provisions of that law. 

Furthermore, in December 2020, the government published an "Assessment Report on Climate Change 
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Impacts in Japan " based on the latest scientific findings from the observation, monitoring, projection, and 

assessment of climate change and its impacts in various sectors. Based on scientific findings, this report assessed 

the impacts of climate change on 71 categories in seven sectors, including natural disasters and coastal areas, 

from the three perspectives of significance, urgency and confidence.  

(Reference: http://www.env.go.jp/earth/tekiou.html) 

In October 2021, the Adaptation Plan was revised, taking into consideration the latest scientific findings 

provided in the Climate Change Impact Assessment Report. The Plan incorporates the concept of "climate action 

and DRR into this action" (see below) and expands adaptation measures in many sectors. 

(Reference: https://www.env.go.jp/press/110115.html) 

 

(3) "Strategy for Enhancing the Synergy between Climate Action and Disaster Risk Reduction" and "Adaptation 

Recovery" Initiatives 

In June 2020, the Ministry of the Environment and the Cabinet Office publicly announced the "Strategy for 

Enhancing the Synergy between ‘Climate Action and Disaster Risk Reduction’ in the Era of Climate Crisis," a 

strategy to effectively coordinate climate change adaptation, and disaster prevention and mitigation measures. 

The contents of this Strategy are as follows.  

・The Strategy is based on the concept of synergy between climate action and DRR into this action, which refers 

to the state where every actor in every sector comprehensively takes climate change measures and DRR 

measures. 

・Rather than simply restoring the affected areas to its pre-disaster state, Japan aims to build a society that can 

skillfully deal with disaster and recover quickly. This is reflected in the concept called “Adaptive Recovery,” which 

involves adaptation to climate change by implementing resilient measures including land-use controls while 

learning from traditional wisdom that has taken advantage of nature’s characteristics to cope with natural 

disasters. To this end, the Ministry of the Environment will promote pre-disaster recovery planning to "build back 

better" which specifically refers to an approach in which communities discuss and share the vision for a post-

disaster society or town, even before a disaster occurs, from forward-looking perspectives to be better prepared 

to quickly act after a disaster. 

The Ministry of the Environment is promoting efforts to effectively link climate change adaptation and DRR 

measures, including the preparation of a manual for local governments to help them mainstream the concept of 

the synergy between climate action and DRR and accelerate their efforts toward “Adaptive Recovery" into policies 

in various fields and make it a mainstream policy. 

 

http://www.env.go.jp/earth/tekiou.html
https://www.env.go.jp/press/110115.html
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Source: Materials from Cabinet Office and Ministry of the Environment 

(https://www.bousai.go.jp/pdf/0630_kikohendo.pdf) 

 


